SOCIAL MEDIA

Strategy Guide

Introduction

This Social Media Strategy Guide is intended to help you find clarity in
defining the way present your brand to the world on social media. Whether
you’re starting a new business, you’re getting your brand into social media
for the first time, or you already have a well-established social media
presence, it’s important to establish a strategy and best practices for the
voice you use online. The guide will focus on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Pinterest, and Snapchat as those are the most popular social media
networks, but that doesn’t mean they’re the only good options for you.
Every company and organization approaches social media differently. Some
companies keep it simple, with instructions to social media managers as
simple as “Be authentic.” Others provide extremely detailed best practices
and strategies. How you ultimately decide to define your brand’s social
media presence is up to you, but this guide serves as a good place to start.

Big-picture best practices

The first place you should start when defining your brand is to consider
some big-picture concepts that define social media usage and differentiate
companies’ best practices from common personal social media habits.
Understand what makes each social platform unique
Before you go any further, it’s important to understand that not every social
platform is designed the same way. From a big-picture perspective, consider
the following use cases of major social platforms:
• Facebook is designed for sharing many different kinds of posts – photos,
images, videos, and text-based updates.
• Twitter also supports text, images, and video, but posts are much shorter.
• Instagram requires images or videos, and posts revolve around imagery
with a text caption below.
• Pinterest is a link-sharing service that requires an image and a caption.
• Snapchat only includes text if it’s added on top of a picture or video.
Snapchat updates are specifically based on photos and videos, with filters
and overlays that can be added to posts.
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Using the same content on each platform can be tricky since each is
designed with a different purpose in mind. While you can cross-post a lot
of your content, you’ll want to make sure you’re considering how to best
use each platform. It’s also important to consider how other accounts are
referenced with each platform:
• On Facebook, people and pages are tagged and appear as the name of
the person or page in bold.
• On Twitter and Instagram, other profiles are referenced with their account
name preceded by the @ symbol — for example, @mpwrdesign.
Therefore, a tweet cross-posted to Facebook with a “mention” (using @
username) fails to post correctly on Facebook.
Also consider character limits when cross-posting. Twitter has a limit of 140
characters but much longer posts are acceptable on Instagram and Twitter.
Therefore, sharing an image from Instagram on Twitter and Facebook could
cut off some of the text in Twitter.
Optimal image sizes are also very different for each platform.
Make your English teacher proud
When using social media personally, many grammatically improper
conventions are considered acceptable. Especially on Twitter, abbreviations
are common to conserve space and make 140 characters go further.
However, when using social media for a brand, these techniques are highly
inadvisable. Don’t use “text message shorthand” such as “UR” or acronyms
like “LOL” as they appear highly unprofessional. Avoid using acronyms or
abbreviations specific to your industry that your fans won’t understand.
Of course, always check and double-check spelling and grammar. If possible,
have someone else check the copy you’ve written, as it’s easy to miss your
own errors.
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Post often
The most important thing you can do is continue to create content. Your
average fan or follower will not see all the content you create — in fact,
there’s a good chance that far less than half of your fans or followers will
see your average post. Because of this, you need to post consistently so
your content will be seen. Opinions vary, but it’s a good idea to post once
a day on all of your social media accounts, if you can. Twitter and Pinterest
work well with even more content than that — Social Media Week suggests
tweeting 3-5 times a day and pinning 5 times a day.
Social media is a two-way street
The companies that understand social media the best don’t simply post; they
also listen. It’s important to respond to mentions on Twitter and Instagram
and check-ins or tags on Facebook. Providing a prompt, friendly response
can make or break an interaction with a potential client or customer, so
designate someone with access to your accounts — whom you trust, of
course — to turn on notifications for your accounts and respond to these
posts from others.
One of the most important roles on social media is to keep up with
these comments and mentions. Answer questions that are asked. Thank
commenters for encouraging or positive comments. Be on the lookout for
spammers, advertisers, or hateful or negative comments. Block spammers,
advertisers, or obvious trolls from the page, but respond to genuine negative
comments with grace and positivity, being careful to acknowledge the
concerns that are shared. Offer to speak to the person in a private message
or in a phone conversation, offering a good contact email address or phone
number privately.
Also, don’t view social media as free advertising. Talk to your customers, not
at them. Try to meet a need with the information you post, and phrase things
in such a way to genuinely grab someone’s attention. Avoid “clickbait” that
vaguely hints at something but requires a clickthrough for the full story.
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Create a consistent “voice” for your brand
Especially if your accounts have multiple administrators, it’s easy for your
posts to sound like different people wrote different posts. Instead, it’s
important to ensure that you maintain a consistent “voice” throughout all
your posts. Consider these tips for creating a consistency in your posts:
• Decide whether you want your posts to have a casual or formal tone.
• Create a technical guide for the grammar and punctuation your posts will
use. (We’ll cover this in greater detail later.)
• Ensure interactions come from the correct account. This can be especially
tricky on Facebook’s mobile app, since you aren’t able to switch between
accounts easily. All official updates should come from the page itself, but
comments expressing an opinion on the comment should come from the
individual profile of the person expressing an opinion. If you want to like
a post from your page, be sure you’ve switched to your personal profile
before doing so as it looks extremely unprofessional to like your own
content. However, be sure to like comments others make on your posts
from your page itself.
• While it’s okay to provide links to outside content, establish guidelines for
doing so. Don’t post links to outside sites as if the content was written by
your brand. Don’t post copyrighted materials — live or recorded music,
song lyrics, a lengthy quotation from a book, etc. — from your accounts.
If you want to post anything covered by copyright, share a link or a post
from the owner of the material to avoid legal trouble.
• If your brand has multiple representatives or employees, always write
about individuals in the third person, but write about the brand itself in
first person plural. For example, “We are excited to release a new product
today” works because “we” represents the brand. However, highlighting
one person within the brand works differently. Don’t individually sign your
posts or reference “I” (referring to the person writing the post) unless your
brand is composed of you and you only. Otherwise, your brand will appear
disjointed.
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Technical best practices

Once you have successfully grasped the above big-picture best practices,
it’s important to hone in on some details. You’ll want to create technical
guidelines to enhance your consistent voice on platforms that include the
use of text. Your guidelines can be anything you want them to be, but we’d
recommend the following:
Punctuation
• Use only one space after a period, not two.
• Always use the Oxford comma — that is, insert a comma before the “and”
or “or” in a series. For example: “We offer products for children, youth, and
adults.”
Telephone numbers
• Use dashes between numbers and place the area code in parentheses.
For example: (123) 456-7890
Dates
• When writing out a date, use cardinal numbers, not ordinal numbers. For
example: January 1 (not January 1st)
• When including the day of the week and a year, use a comma between
each. For example: Monday, January 1, 2016
Email and web addresses
• Use all lowercase in email and web addresses.
• If posting a link in a Facebook post, ensure that the link shows a preview
below the body of the post itself. You may then delete the link address
from the body of the post.
Abbreviations
• Avoid abbreviations for insider terms as these are unfamiliar to your fans
or followers.
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Images
Every social site has its own guidelines for images, and these change from
time to time. Here are the ideal pixel dimensions to use for each site:
•
•
•
•

Facebook — 1200 x 628
Twitter — 1024 x 512
Pinterest — 735 x 1102
Instagram — 1080 x 1080

If you want to create one image to use on all networks, it’s a good idea to use
a square image or Twitter’s 2:1 landscape ratio. If you use a square image,
be sure to place all text in the middle 50% of the image vertically, as Twitter
will crop off the top 25% and bottom 25% in feeds. Tapping on the image, of
course, will show the entire image.
When sharing a link to a post, Facebook will create a preview (the image
and text you see when you share it) for a link the first time it encounters it —
when it’s sent in Messenger, entered into a status update, etc. This is known
as an Open Graph profile. Facebook does not refresh this profile unless
you manually force it to do so. If you try to share a link on Facebook and the
preview isn’t up to date, use the Sharing Debugger to force an update.
You can specify the image sites use in their previews. If your site uses
WordPress, use the Featured Image to designate an image that Facebook
and Twitter will use. Pinterest allows users to choose an image when the post
is shared, but the featured image should display first. If you desire to use
Facebook or Twitter along with Pinterest to share your posts, it’s a good idea
to designate a square image as the Featured Image and a also create portrait
image (735 x 1102) for use in Pinterest. You can fine-tune the way your posts
and pages display on social media with a plugin like Yoast SEO. Read this
article for more information.
If you’re hand-coding a site, you can designate the Open Graph information
the <head> section of every page of your site with “og” meta property tags.
For details, visit ogp.me.
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If you’re not Photoshop-savvy and the idea of creating specific image sizes
intimidates you, Adobe Spark Post and Canva are two simple yet amazingly
powerful smartphone apps. Each has templates for Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram Pinterest, Facebook cover photos, Twitter headers, and more, and
can help you design eye-catching images without needing image editing
software like Photoshop.

The 3 “makes” of social media

It’s easy to get so wrapped up in details that you lose sight of the whole
reason you’ve decided to engage your brand in social media. Remember
these three “make” statements to help you follow through with your brand’s
vision as you share your company with the world.
Make it relevant
Be sure to define a narrow focus for your brand, and stick to it in every
post you make. Don’t include political content, marketing or self-promotion
of an employee, illegal or copyrighted content, anything unrelated to the
mission of your brand, or anything that fails to meet your brand’s standard of
excellence. If someone posts something of this nature to your page, remove
it and explain in a private message why it was taken down.
Make it understandable
Remember that social media is your company’s gateway to the community.
It’s very possible that potential newcomers will visit your social media pages
and what they see will help them decide if they want to interact with your
company further. Every post should be relevant to outsiders and easy to
understand, devoid of any acronyms or insider jargon.
Make it fun
Social media accounts work best when a fun personality can shine through.
Be authentic, sincere, positive, and fun. Create compelling content that
people can look forward to seeing.
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Social Media Strategy Guide
All content © 2016 MPWR Design
Any Internet addresses (websites, etc.) or Internet tools (web software,
plugins, etc.) printed in this document are offered as a resource. They are not
intended to be or imply an endorsement by MPWR Design, nor does MPWR
Design vouch for the content of these sites and tools for the life of this
document.
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means — electronic, mechanical,
photocopy, recording, or any other — except for brief quotations in printed
reviews, without prior written permission from MPWR Design.
Requests for information, media inquiries, and all other questions may be
sent to info@mpwrdesign.com.
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